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In all industrial processes, the present day tendancy in control room design is 
towards an ever increasing computerization. 
Compactness, flexible control management, reduced cost prices and facility of 
maintenance are the main advantages offered by these new configurations. The 
example provided by various sectors (chemistry, cement plants...) which have either 
completely or partially undergone the change-over from classical control rooms 
(desks/dial indicators/recording devices) to screen presentation, shows that these 
technological changes give rise to problems which are not only restricted to those 
caused by feasibility and technical reliability. 

In particular, the design projects for new control interfaces in nuclear power station 
control rooms offer the possibility of optimizing suitability of control means to team 
capacities. Therefore, the tendancy represented by the cognitive ergonomics 
current extends the interface research field to the dynamic aspects of information 
acquisition and processing by the users (HOC (3), HOLLNAGEL (4), AMALBERTI 
(1), SENACH(8)). In industrial environments, this extension is justified by the need to 
take into account not only training cost and user comfort criteria (SCAPIN (7), 
VALENTIN and LuGONGSANG(f2), but also operator performance efficiency and 
human error prevention criteria. Since in many situations the operator is still the 
decision maker (despite the high degree of plant automation), the aim is not to 
dispense with him but rather to come to a more complete understanding of his 
needs so as to assist him in his complex task. 
Our problem assumes, however, that we are able to solve a preliminary question, 
namely what will be the operator's behaviour when using a control tool OT our 
design ? Simulation enables us to get round this preliminary question inherent to all 
new designs. In our case, we simulate a process by means of calculation methods, 
and test prototype control interfaces, while observing how the operator adapts to 
this new tool - this once he has passed beyond the trainee stage.Comparison of 
the different analyses for each prototype enables the design criteria for future 
interfaces to be defined. 
The operating situations selected should be those which, on the one hand, test the 
technical know-how of the operator, and, on the other, present a potential risk for 
the system as a whole.Our objective is thus to simulate an incidental situation, i.e. 
the occurrence of faults whose seriousness is initially minor or significant. In this 
way, the operator's ability to avert an accidental situation is observed, with respect 
to the interface considered. The incidental recovery performances are compared 
and each phase of the diagnosis activity is analyzed. 
This paper describes the method used for interface comparison, summarizes our 
previous works published elsewhere (9), (10) and describes the results of a 
comparison between incidental recovery activities carried out on desk with and 
without use of monitor orientated synthesis images 
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A. EXPERIMENT 

A.1. EXPERIMENTAL DEVICE 

A.1 a RCV AND REA CIRCUIT SIMULATOR 

The Chemical and Volumetric Control Circuit (RCV) of a PWR 900 MW react», 
assures control of the water volume contained in the primary circuit The reserve 
circuit (REA) enables, by water or boron injection, the total volume (primary + P r;V) 
or the boron concentration in the primary circuit to be modified. These two circuits 
have been chosen to carry out the tests.A thermohydraulic model is positioned with 
special care in order to observe the incidental recovery activities in their complexity. 

A.1b COMPUTER ARCHITECTURE 

A GOULD SEL 3287 computer supports the simulation model and animates the 
graphic interfaces and a desk. The graphic 19" colour screen is of the bitmap very 
high definition type (1024 x 780) ana is totally controlled by a mouse. A high level 
image creating software ensures great flexibility in the graphic interface definition 
and validation phases (Fig. 1). 

Fig. 1 Computer Architecture 
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A.2. EXPERIMENTAL PROTOCOLE 

A.2a. POPULATION 

Each interface is tested 12 times, 4 incidents being chosen 3 times. Nine French 
nuclear power stations are thus represented by two qualification levels: Unit 
Manager (operator) and Assistant (technician). These two levels are equally divided 
up between the four interfaces. 

A.2b. OBSERVATION MEANS 

Besides the notes taken during the test, we have at our disposal, upon analysis, 
three observation means : 
- test log : chronological account of the operator's actions, choice of images, 
evolution of important simulation parameters, alarms, automatic actions. 
- video recording : image and sound (verbal protocoles) 

A.2c. EXPERIMENTAL PHASES 

1) Traineeship : A protocole, developed by the Pile Department instructors, assures 
storing of information access means and verification or easy image detection and 
mouse operating for the actuators. Furthermore, the level of specific knowledge 
possessed by the subject is checked. 

2) Incidental Test : A conditioning task (Borication) is proposed to the subject and 
tho incident is set in motion while this task is in progress. The observer suggests to 
the subject that he formulates his detections, interpretations, hypotheses and 
decisions. He may at all times ask that a roundsmen be sent, for example, to read a 
local sensor or activate a local valve. Although, as a rule, the observer should not 
intervene, he may, however, interrupt situations of prolonged silence (> 3 mn), by 
asking the subject to sum up, and may guide an over long detection(> 10 mn). 

3) Interview : A rapid dialogue touches on the following points: 

- verification of the model's closeness to operation in the original Power Station-, 
- difficulties encountered during the incident detection, interpretation, localization 
phases. 
- problems in adapting to the control tool, 
- preparation of the data compilation phase (cf. A.2e). 
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A.2d. INCIDENT DESCRIPTION 

The incidents ha%r been chosen by EDF (French Gas and Electricity Board) from 
real cases which have given rise to problems in previous years. When introducing 
a.i incident, all the control valves must be on the Auto position. 

1 ) Leak on the discharge line within the reactor shell downstream from the pressure 
reduction ports. 

Regulation of the discharge pressure closes the 13VP valve in order to maintain 
constant pressure. The valve controlling the RRI cooling rate (155 VN) follows the 
temperature evolution, closing so as to preserve T » 46X. Moreover, the discharge 
rate drops and the sump level slowly rises, whereas the RCV level will fall. 
The subject must detect this information, identify a leak on the discharge and pin 
point it step by step by testing the circuit sections betweer. each valve. 

2)Leak on the load line between the T.O.R. 50 VP valve and flap 51. 

Regulation of the load valve (46 VP) will offset the leak. The rate will, nevertheless, 
slowly increase, while the pressurizing level drops. The sump level slowly rises. 
The subject must detect this information and then identify a leak within the reactor 
shell and pin point it by testing the circuit step by step. 

3) Fouling of the discharge filter 

In order to maintain the discharge pressure at its rated value (25 bars), the 
regulation will open the 13 vp. until saturation if necessary. This is an incident which 
is difficult to detect, since no other parameters are modified. Although this situation 
does not present any immediate danger, it may well lead to a major incident in the 
long run. The subject must interprète this abnormal data and test the various 
hypotheses. 
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Fig. 2 : Simplified diagram of the Volumetric Control Circuit 
Localization of incidents 

4) Leak on RRI upstream of the non regenerating exchanger 

A rapid peak is observed on the cold discharge temperature, offset by regulation of 
the 155 VN RRI which opens in order to lower the temperature. Depending on the 
seriousness of the incident programmed, the temperature may, nevertheless, rise 
still further, and the temperature of the RCV flask pass to alarm level (t > 50°C). As 
for the previous incident the diagnosis is essentially carried out by reasoning. 

A.2e DATA COMPILATION 

On the task plan, all the process and imagery management parameters are 
recorded in chronological order. On the diagnosis activity plan, we possess the 
recording of the subject's "verbal protocoles" and the video recording. By crossing 
these two levels (task-activity) with the operator, a test report is drawn up and the 
nature of the events which may have slowed down (minor dysfunctions) the 
diagnosis, or caused it to fail (major dysfunctions) is determined in terms of task 
ana activity. Observation of the tests has resulted in our .distinguishing the diagnosis 
activity phases according to the diagram in figure 3. 
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In order to avoid errors in observation or analysis of the verbal protocoles, three 
activity phases are agreed upon with the subject: 

INCIOCNT 
INTRODUCED 

DETECTION 

1 

TEST 
•TOPPED 

IMTERPHE-
TATIOB HYMTNISIS 

FORMULATED 
CHECXMQ 
ACTIONS 

lOCATO* 
DUGNOS» 

Fig. 3 :General model of the diagnosis activity of an incident 
simulated on the Volumetric Control Circuit 

B. STUDY CONTEXT 

A series of interface comparisons was entered into in 1965 with the French 
Electricity Board. Initially two graphic imageries, designed according to greatly 
differing processes, were developed and then compared in incidental simulation. 

A first "conventional" imagery permits control based on the cutting up of mechanical 
diagrams associated with curves, the images detailing the regulation principles 
being presented separately. The alarm processing affects each sensor. The 
symbolics is conventional and the cutting up into images is linked to the material 
aspect of the circuits. 

A second, more experimental imagery permits monitoring by means of a synthesis 
image designed from the functional analysis of the circuit when in incidental 
situation, functional alarms alert the operator who then explores each function or 
sub-function up to the material level. A control board houses in each image the 
sensors associated with the explored function as well as the useful upper level 
sensors. A system of windows enables the material detail of each sub-function to 
be explored within the same image. The symbolics is inspired from the Flows 
Models (5) and the cutting up into images is linked to the functional analysis rather 
than to the material aspect. 
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A desk designed specifically for these tests (2) and entirely modular in structure, is 
used as reference. The control/command instruments are fitted onto detachable 
tiles linked to connecting bands. It is therefore an extremely flexible working tool 
whose configuration can easily be modified. The sensors are integrated in a circuit 
mimic display. An equivalent arrangement is adopted for the controls on the 
horizontafpanel. 

Comparison of operator incidental recovery performances has enabled these two 
imageries to be qualified with respect to the reference" console. The design criteria 
adapted to the monitoring, decision making and recovery action tasks have been 
defined (11). These principles are validated in three stages, thereby enabling the 
contribution of each image type to be distinguished. 

A monitoring image is first of ail associated with the classical desk, thus forming a 
"mixed" interface, the imagery part being used at the start of each incidental test 
This image (Fig. 4) carries out the synthesis of all the circuit sensors, thereby aiding 
early detection (normalized horizontal standard). A simplified mimic display permits, 
moreover, identification and localization of each sensor. The dynamic links in 
progress are suggested by means of an automatic window system. A manual 
window system permits, in addition, the recent past of each variable to be 
consulted. The operator can thus control by a single glance a normal situation, 
identify and localize an abnormal shift and locate vie automatic actions linked to the 
disturbance. 
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Fig. 4: Diagram of a part of a Monitoring Image 
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C. RESULTS 

we w i l l only describe here the comparison of tests carried out on the desk with and 
without use of the monitoring image. 
The analysis of 12 tests per interface provides us with a rich study material. 
Basing ourselves on some estimated data and especially on the clinical analysis of 
the operators' behaviour, we present in turn : 
- the overall performance results 
- an analysis of the activity phases for all the incidents together 
- the impact caused by addition of the monitoring image per test type 

C1. OVERALL PERFORMANCE 

The diagnosis performances are higher when a monitoring screen is added. 
The number of major dysfunctions, events placing the diagnosis at risk, is 
considerably reduced (3 tests against 6 out of 12 tests validated). 

C2. ANALYSIS PER ACTIVITY PHASE 

Activity Phase Desk • 
monitoring screen 

Desk 

DETECTION Complete 
Incomplete 
Slow 
Guided 

10 
0 
2 
0 

8 
1 
1 
2 

INTERPRETATION Complete 
Incomplete 
Incorrect 

7 4 
1 

3 3 6 
LOCALIZATION Exact 

Inexact 
Inexistant 

9 
0 
3 

6 
3 
3 

For all incidents grouped together, there is an improvement in the performances of 
each activity phase. 

- There are no major dysfunctions for detection : two slow detections (10 and 7 mn) 
do not affect diagnosis. When the desk only is used, however, the 4 cases when 
detection is incomplete and slow, give rise to 3 major dysfunctions. 

- Animation of the regulation chains clearly reduces the number of incorrect 
interpretations, the number of incomplete interpretations and however comparable. 
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- The number of inexistant localizations has not changed, only the cases of 
diagnosis errors are eliminated. 

C3. ANALYSIS PER TEST TYPE 

INCIDENT 1 AND 2 

Both these incidents are marked by a number of symptoms. 8 and 7 respectively, if 
we take into account the automatic openings of valves 13 and 46 vp. 
These last two variables are not taken into consideration for qualifying detection on 
the desk only, since access to this information is (as in the control room) not aided 
by the design of the manual control relays. 
No direct comparison can therefore be made between these two performances. The 
detection performances are perceptibly of the same level, whereas the number of 
parameters to be detected is greater in the case of the mixed desk. 

The number of hypotheses formulated considerably lessens (38%) for these 6 tests. 
These are formulated either just before passing onto the desk, or just afterwards. 
Taking into account the automatic instructions (from the outset) considerably 
improves the interpretation phase. 
For both these incidents, there is a clear improvement in the diagnosis 
performances : the impact on the diagnosis, of a detection aid, increases with the 
number of symptoms. 

INCIDENT 3 AND 4 

There are only a few symptoms (2 and 3). 
The detection aid image clearly carries out its function :both in terms of safety (6 
complete detections against 4) and of speed (3 mn 40 s against 8 mn 48 s ;mean 
time of detections carried out). 
Although the number of hypotheses formulated remains the same, the number of 
complete interpretations does not change. The number of interpretation errors is 
merely restricted (1 against 3). For both these incidents, there is no improvement in 
performances. Since the hypotheses field was poorly determined in both cases, 
improved consideration of the situation from the outset is not sufficient. The need for 
aid decision images becomes clear. 

CONCLUSION 

The first stage in validating the design principles put forward in our previous works 
is positive, the type of images designed for aiding detection fulfills its function. 
Moreover, ihe diagnosis performances benefit from them, i ne impact on diagnoses 
is more obvious for incidents presenting symptom management difficulties. Note that 
for all cases of failure, the traineeship phase has made it possible to ensure that the 
necessary diagnosis knowledge has been acquired. In disturbed situations, 
however, putting this knowledge into operation in the working memory presents a 
problem which must be solved by proposing an interface integrating a second type 
of images orientated towards assistance in decision making. 
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